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SOME BREEDING-HABITS OF T H E 
SPARROW-HAWK. 

(I) T H E EFFECT OF R A I N . 

BY 

J . H . OWEN. 

F O R some years, with the help of some of the members 
of the Felsted School Scientific Society, I have been 
studying the Sparrow-Hawk (Accipiter n. nisus) very 
carefully and regularly. On more than one occasion we 
found nests in suitable places for building observation-
huts, but these nests were always robbed. In 1915, how
ever, we were more fortunate and watched from huts two 
nests during the time they contained nestlings. In all we 
spent just nine weeks in watching operations, one or other 
of us being in the hut whenever there was a sufficient 
interval between school hours to make it worth while. 
The boys, to whom I am greatly indebted for help in 
building the huts, watching, and for their notes, were 
A. P. Adams, 0. J . Johnson and F . N. Stocker. 

The period during which the young remain in the nest 
is twenty-eight to twenty-nine days from the date of 
the hatching of each. Until the youngest is thirteen 
or fourteen days old, the hen broods almost constantly, 
and during this time there is not much difference in the 
brooding in wet and fine weather. In wet weather she 
does not puff out her breast feathers quite so much, but 
tries to expand herself sideways so as to cover as great 
an area as possible. To this end she slightly raises her 
wings from her body but without opening them much. 
She is also very careful to see tha t the heads of all the 
young are protected from the rain. 

Whenever rain falls, the hen hurries back to the nest 
and quickly commences to brood. She spends very little 
time looking about, but proceeds to push her way over 
the young. Now and then she halts and looks round to 
see where the youngest is, and is particularly careful 
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about covering tha t one well, and I have seen her stop 
three or four times for this purpose. (Figs. 1 and 2.) 
When she is satisfied with the way she is covering the 
young she may not move for several minutes. On the 
other hand she may, if the rain is very heavy, shake her 
head now and then or look up as a leaf flutters down from 

Fig. 1. SPABBOW-HAWK. LOOKING FOE THE YOUNGEST NESTLING 
AT THE BEGINNINfi OF A STOBM. 

(Just after the end of the brooding period). 

(Photographed by J . H . Owen . ) 

the tree. The look in the eye varies continually and 
has many ' expressions," such as alertness, fierceness, 
weariness, sheer boredom and calm satisfaction among 
others. Under these circumstances, too, the young keep 
the same positions, without the least sign of movement, 
for very long periods. If the hen wishes to get one more 
under cover she hauls it in with the curved part of her 
bill: in this act, although she uses very considerable 
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force, she is not violent and certainly causes the young 
no pain. 

If the old bird is, for some reason, slow in coming to 
the nest in a shower, the young crowd together with their 
heads in the middle and do not stir when the hen comes 
on. I have also seen her leave the nest with them still 

Fig. 2. SPAEEOW-HAWK. THE HEN LOOKING FOE THE YOUNGEST 
NESTLING AT THE COMMENCEMENT OF A THUNDEESTOEM. 

(Youngest bird 21 days old). 

(Photographed by J . H. Owen.) 

in the same position, and then no movement takes place 
for another quarter of an hour at least. 

I t seems an invariable rule that in wet weather the 
hen always broods with her back to the wind. The 
position, or rather arrangement of the body and wings, 
over the young varies considerably. In the most usual 
position, when the young are big enough to require it, 
the wings are slightly out from the body and depressed 



Pig. a. SPAKROW-HAWK. IN THE MIDST OP A THUNDEB3TOEM. 

{Photographed by C. J . Johnson.) 
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stiffly : the primaries are all separated and occasionally 
some of the secondaries as well. (Fig. 3.) Each of these 
then acts as a watercourse to drain the upper portions of 
the wings. The bird is not absolutely lying on the young 
but crouching over them. (Fig. 4.) At other times she 
stands up and throws one wing out over the young 

Fig. 4. SPARROW-HAWK. DURING A TERRIFIC THUNDERSTORM. 
(Youngest fcird on left). 

{Photographed by J . H. Owen.) 

and th?n gradually sinks down until this wing rests on 
them. (Fig. 5.) 

Our experience was that the hen would always brood 
the young, or perhaps it ought to be said shelter them, 
in heavy rain, provided none of the brood had left the 
nest. After that we think that she would be unlikely 
to do so, but our information is limited on the point. 



Fig. 5. SPAJBEOW-HAWK, GATHEBISTG THE TOUNO UNDEB THE WING AT THE BEGINNING OF 
A THOTDEBSTOBM. 

(Photographed by J. H. Owen.) 
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We never saw it done, though we watched through some 
tremendously heavy rain in early August until only two 
young remained in the nest. 

Fig. 6. SPAEKOW-HAWK. WAITING PATIENTLY FOR THE STOEM 
TO PASS. 

(Young 21 days old and upwards). 

(Photographed by J . H. Owen.) 

Ordinarily, after the young are a few days old, the hen 
does not require her mate to bring food to the nest. In 
rain, and especially in heavy rain, this is not so. She 
takes no notice at all of his calls and he xias to bring 
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the food and deposit it on the nest. Then, unless the 
rain is extraordinarily heavy, the hen will break it up. 
Occasionally the rain is so heavy that she is unwilling to 
leave the young exposed, even for the minute or two this 
task would take. I have seen the carcass of a Skylark 
lying unheeded on the nest for more than an hour while 
the rain pelted down. 

A point I gathered was that the cock hunted through 
these storms unless they were exceptionally severe ; that 
he did not always do so is only conjecture. I certainly 
saw him hunting in one very severe storm (pelting rain 
and a regular gale), and it seemed to have absolutely no 
effect on his movements, for he travelled at a great pace 
against the wind. 

When the young get wet, the dampness as a rule only 
extends to the down or plumage on their backs. This 
gets very matted and then the water courses off it quite 
freely, so that in no case did I see them get moisture on 
the skins. When they got really wet and matted they 
seemed to leave the plumage alone for nearly half an hour 
after the hen had left them before they made any attempt 
to clean and preen themselves. 

After one series of tremendous thunderstorms, each 
with very heavy rain or hail in quick succession, I had 
the good fortune to see the hen drying her plumage. 
Through getting off to feed the young between two 
storms, and, being put off by me on my return, she had 
changed her position at least twice without having a 
chance to dry herself. She was therefore in a very 
bedraggled condition when the thunder passed away. 
The rain ceased and a wind rose and the sun came out 
brightly. She first of all fed the young and then perched 
a few yards from the hut upwind. She changed her 
position now and then, sometimes putting herself on a 
dead branch full in the sun and at other times taking a 
position in the shade. She turned her back to the sun 
and spread her wings to it : they were held partly 
extended and depressed, and the primaries well separated. 
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The tail was fanned out to its widest extent. She occa
sionally scratched her head with her toe to comb out the 
moisture, while later on she began to preen her breast. 
Sometimes one wing only was extended, and then the tip 
was lower than when both were extended. Often the 
tail was only partially opened. In the various positions 
she would stand absolutely motionless for a minute or 
more at a time. When she got in the shade she was more 
active in her movements and kept her back to the wind 
and continually opened and shut her wings and tail, 
letting the wind go through the feathers. Once, however, 
she held her tail widely fanned for more than three 
minutes. Later on she moved on to a very sunny dead 
branch and stood with wings widely expanded and the 
flight feathers separated. As she was then facing me 
I could see the markings on the feathers under the wings 
quite easily. She then closed her wings and opened the 
tail. She was now fairly dry, but kept on opening her 
wings and tail to the sun for some time. She then began 
to go over her plumage carefully with her bill and paid 
particular attention to the flight feathers and greater 
coverts. 

After forty-nine minutes she stopped preening, and 
became sleepy and watchful by turns for another seven 
minutes, and then flew away presumably to meet the 
cock. 
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